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• Wildebeest migration crossing the dangerous, crocodile 
infested Mara river  

• Genesis in doctoral thesis on building 
leadership/management capacity for Deans

• Case study research methodology, 6 universities, in 
Gauteng, South Africa

• Research interest on deanship,  leadership development 
and support 

• Ali Mazrui CHES African HE and Development series, Brill 
Sense publishers

Background



Book Chapters   

1. Deanship in the Contemporary University 
2. Leading and Managing in the 21st Century 

University 
3. The rise and rise of executivism in SA universities
4. Becoming a dean
5. Leadership development in universities
6. Managed organisational leadership development
7. Beyond the decanal role
8. Quo vadis decanus in the Global South   
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Leading in 
complexity and 
change, a 
reflection

Global & institutional complexities, 
challenged by balancing 
academic leadership & 
executive management 

Most deans are former 
academics, then catapulted 
or parachuted into a largely 
executive role

Academic senior and middle 
managers limited capabilities 
to effectively lead & manage 
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Academic leadership and management roles

§ Operating with tensions: anyone equipped for the Office?

§ Tension A: leadership vis-à-vis management role (“meat in the 
sandwich”)
– Academic leadership role – listening to the Faculty: “act of 

building a community of scholars to set direction and achieve 
common purposes through empowerment of faculty and staff.” 
(Gmelch & Wolverton: 2002) 

– Executive role – being accountable to the VC/DVC: enforcing 
and managing policies, procedures and practice desired by the 
Executive
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Academic leadership and management roles 
cont.

§ Tension B: political vis-à-vis technical or expert role
– Political and social nuances – deans as transformative 

agents
– Traditionally hierarchical or technical  roles, guardians of 

institutional memory now “Executive Deans’’

§ For most Deans neither career or background equipped 
them for the managerial requirements of executive office
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And says Gmelch & Buller..

“To put it bluntly, academic leadership is one of 
the few professions one can enter today with 
absolutely no training in, credentials for, or 
knowledge about the central duties of the 

position’’
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Need for integrated 
leadership 
development

§ Inadequate research on 
leadership development in the 
developing world, worrisome

§ Integrated, effective approaches in 
HEIs missing, some generic & a-
contextual

§ Research undertaken by HELM on 
specific interventions for 
academic leadership roles like dean  



Leadership
Development

for Deans  

Context based, 
bespoke 

interventions

Multiple delivery 
modes that are 

action 
orientated

Drives 
organizational 

strategy

Developmental 
orientation/

lifelong learning

Integrated with 
career planning 
&  management

ROI aligned to 
performance
management 
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Deans’ leadership 
development needs 



All’s well that ends   

I Was a Dean. And Now I’m Not.
George Justice, 

The Chronicle of HE 
March 2018

• Post-deanship, some return to the academe, move up the 
executive ladder or retire

• Need to support career management before, during and 
after deaning



Quo Vadis Decanus
• Critical bridge building roles, ‘sandwiched,’ between the academe,

administration, needs appropriate preparation and ongoing
support

• Notion and practice of ‘executive deanship’ points to its
corporatisation flaws; deans are academic leaders with
management functions

• Research studies on Faculty management models that may proffer
various options to support deans’ performance and success

• Introduction of managed organisational leadership development 
(MOLD)on context, capacity and capital

• Planning and preparation for the deans’ termination process, 
effective career management at entry and exit points



https://helm.ac.za/wp-content/uploads/Brill-
discount-for-Bridging.pdf

Web link 

https://helm.ac.za/wp-content/uploads/Brill-discount-for-Bridging.pdf

